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The final expulsion of gas by a star as it forms a planetary neb-
ula — the ionized shell of gas often observed surrounding a young
white dwarf — is one of the most poorly understood stages of
stellar evolution1,2. Such nebulae form extremely rapidly (about
100 years for the ionization) and so the formation process is in-
herently difficult to observe. Particularly puzzling is how a spher-
ical star can produce a highly asymmetric nebula with collimated
outflows. Here we report optical observations of the Stingray
Nebula3,4, which has become an ionized planetary nebula within
the past few decades5. We find that the collimated outflows are
already evident, and we have identified the nebular structure that
focuses the outflows. We have also found a companion star, rein-
forcing previous suspicions that binary companions play an impor-
tant role in shaping planetary nebulae and changing the direction
of successive outflows7.
Our narrow-band images (Fig. 1 and 2) show the compact nebula — which
we refer to as the ‘Stingray nebula’ — that surrounds the central star of He3-
1357 (also known as CPD-59◦6926, SAO 244567, and IRAS 17119-5926). In
most of the images, the emission appears most strongly concentrated in an
ellipse with its major axis subtending 1.′′6 from northeast to southwest. (This
represents a correction from the orientation that we published previously7.)
If the ellipse is actually a circular ring viewed obliquely, then our line of
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sight is inclined from the actual axis of symmetry by 56◦. Above and below
the ring are bubbles that are blown open at the poles. In earlier images
from the Wide Field and Planetary Camera 1 (WFPC1) — obtained before
the spherical aberration of the Hubble Space Telescope was corrected — gas
could just barely be seen escaping from these bubbles7. However, in the new
WFPC2 images that we present here, the superior spatial resolution allows us
to see that the escaping gas forms a complex system of collimated outflows.
(The nomenclature used for the various nebular features is shown in Fig.
3.) In addition, the higher signal-to-noise ratio of the new images reveals
that emission extends in all directions well outside of the major bubble and
ring structures. This is particularly evident in the low-ionization images. In
three of these images — [OI] (shown in Fig. 2), [NII] and [SII] (not shown,
but similar to [OI]) — the ring is much fainter and more mottled than in
the other images. In most of the images (including the continuum image),
the equatorial ring has dimensions 1.′′67 x 0.′′92. But in the [OI], [NII],
and [SII] images, the minor axis is slightly longer, 1.′′0, presenting a visibly
larger eccentricity of 0.83 rather than 0.79 in the case of the other images.
In these same three images, the SE inner collimated outflow appears to be
two separate, but closely situated, collimated outflows. The overall shape of
the nebula evokes the name ‘Stingray Nebula.’
The mass outflow that we observe is consistent with the blueshifted Si IV
(1394-1403 A˚), C IV (1548-1551 A˚), and Al III (1855-1863 A˚) doublets that
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indicated the presence of a strong stellar wind5. The low-ionization images
show the strongest nebular emission coming from the collimated outflows
close to the holes in the bubbles where gas is escaping. This is consistent
with shock excitation caused by the wind encountering the shell and being
focused by it. Although converging flows have been observed previously8, and
hydrodynamic models have been used to simulate the formation of collimated
outflows for almost two decades9−14, this is the first observation that clearly
shows the collimating mechanism of bipolar outflows. Although theoretical
work on bipolar outflows has often involved asymmetrical mass loss due to
rapid stellar rotation or a toroidal magnetic field, or the presence of disks
(accretion disks or protostellar disks) to collimate the outflows, the latter
process is not the mechanism observed in the Stingray Nebula. The outflows
in the Stingray are focused by the nebular bubbles which function like nozzles,
with the gas leaving through the polar holes. Bipolar structures have been
seen both in proto-planetary nebulae (PPN) and in planetary nebulae (PN),
but this is the only object that has been followed spectroscopically from its
pre-ionized PPN stage3,4 through ionization and recognition as a PN5. So
it is especially interesting that the collimating mechanism is clearly visible
in an object caught in this brief phase of its evolution. The Hβ luminosity
is similar to the intensity observed7 in 1994 from which it was determined
that the luminosity of the entire nebular emission is ∼5000 times the solar
luminosity5 (assuming a distance of 5.6 kpc to the nebula15,16).
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The dynamics in the Stingray Nebula are very complex, as evidenced by a
number of additional features that are apparent in the HST images. There
are two axes of symmetry: one defined by the bright inner ring, and one
defined by the polar holes. The new images presented here appear to show
that the pairs of collimated, bipolar outflows outside of the polar holes have
different orientations. The position angles of stellar outflows are sometimes
seen to vary monotonically with distance from the central star. One exam-
ple of this occurs in the young planetary nebula He3-1475 (refs. 8, 17, 18).
This variation is often explained by monotonic precessional motion or a more
chaotic “wobbling,”19,20 perhaps involving a companion object. Depending
on when the various outflows originate relative to the precessional cycle, the
position angles of the collimated outflows can show some variation. In the
Stingray Nebula, the position angles of successive outflow features appear
to change with distance from the central star. The inner collimated out-
flows, which have most recently emerged from the polar holes, are displaced
in position angle from that of the polar holes by 3◦ in a counter-clockwise
direction. The position angles of the more extended (and therefore older)
outer collimated outflows appear displaced by 5◦ clockwise from the position
angles of the inner collimated outflows. If the position of the polar holes
controlled the direction of these outflows, then the precessional motion must
involve the bubbles containing the polar holes.
The WFPC1 images7 did not have sufficient resolution to show a faint com-
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panion star embedded in the nebula. But in the higher-resolution images
presented here, a companion star is clearly visible. The companion lies
0.′′4 from the central star, at a position angle of 60◦, and, at magnitude
V=17.0±0.2 as measured from the continuum filter centred at 6193 A˚, is
1.6 magnitudes fainter than the central star. (The central star’s magnitude
of V=15.4 is quite different from previously published magnitudes partly be-
cause the luminosity is dropping as seen from the comparison of ground-based
observations15,5 between 1985 and 1992, and as expected from the decreasing
UV flux of the central star5. Perhaps more importantly, the older, ground-
based observations could not resolve the nebula and therefore provided only
a combined magnitude of the star plus the nebula.) The magnitude deter-
mination at other wavelengths has higher uncertainty because of the strong
nebular emission, but the flux of the companion star is consistent with its
being a late-type star at the same distance as the nebula. In considering
whether this is truly a companion star, as opposed to a background star, we
also made use of the IASG Galaxy Model21,22 for the location of the Stingray
Nebula (galactic longitude l=331◦, latitude b=−12◦). At this location, the
probability of finding this star so close (0.′′4) to the central star is only ∼10−4.
The probability is further reduced by a factor of ∼3 by the additional con-
straint on its distance as determined from its color and luminosity. Indeed,
other than the central star, no stars this bright are visible anywhere else in
the WFPC2 field of view. These considerations leave little doubt that the
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star is actually a binary companion.
The detection of a binary companion is significant for several reasons. First,
the detection of a binary companion is consistent with theoretical expecta-
tions. For example, binary nuclei of planetary nebulae should have a double
peaked period distribution, and most should have a period between 30 and
300,000 years6. (Below a critical orbital radius, the companion tends to spiral
in during a “common envelope” phase of mass loss. Above the critical orbital
radius, mass-loss from the central star causes the orbital radius to increase
as the gravitational potential decreases.) The binary nucleus of the Stingray
Nebula, having a separation of about 2,200 AU, has a period of about 100,000
years — consistent with the theoretical expectations. Second, it has strong
implications on the understanding of the early evolution of bipolar structures
in planetary nebulae. There are essentially two ways to produce bipolar out-
flows: one by a density contrast from the pole to the equator23, and the other
by magnetic fields24. In case of the close binaries, the development of a thick
disk in the common envelope phase causes a preferentially bipolar ejection
of material. In the case of a wide binary, the companion helps by tidally
spinning up the envelope24. The spin up of the envelope by a companion
also reduces the minimum magnetic field required for magnetic effects to be
important. When the binary separation is large as seen here, the effect of
the companion star would, at most, produce some small collimating effects25
unless, as described above, its orbit has grown larger due to mass loss. In
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the latter case, its effect on the shaping of the nebula may have been more
profound. The detection of the binary companion in the case of the Stingray
nebula supports the proposed connection between binary central stars and
asymmetrical planetary nebulae.
In addition to the overall axisymmetric structure that might be attributable
to a companion star, there appears to be a distortion near the northern part
of the equatorial ring. (See “spur” in Fig. 3.) This is most easily visible
in the Hα, Hβ, and [OIII] images, where gas from the ring appears to be
drawn toward the companion star. The image shows a number of similar
wisps of gas throughout the nebula, so the presence of the spur near the
companion star could be coincidental. If, however, it is actually caused by
the companion star, that would be notable because, although there has been
a fair amount of theoretical work on how a companion star could distort a
red-giant envelope, decreasing the pole-to-equator density ratio and thereby
producing axial symmetry, the spur may be a case of small-scale distortions
of a nebula caused by the binary companion.
The electron temperature was derived using the [OIII] line intensity ratios
(which are insensitive to the electron density). The resulting temperature
is of the order of 1.05 × 104 K, which is typical of planetary nebulae. The
electron density can be derived from the Hα intensity26,27 or the [SII] line
ratio5, which give a consistent value of ∼104 cm−3. Given a distance of 5.6
kpc15,16, the approximate radius of the nebula is 0.025 pc. A density of
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104 cm−3 would then imply a nebular mass of 0.015 times the solar mass
(0.015 M⊙). There is no strong abundance variation in the nebula as seen
from the ratio of the line intensities.
A spectrum taken with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) in 1988
showed5 a strong P-Cygni profile (an emission feature with a blue-shifted
absorption component) suggesting the presence of a fast wind with terminal
velocity of –3,060 km s−1. The C IV intensity has since decreased monoton-
ically and had fallen below the detection limit by 1994.28,29 Our spectrum,
taken in 1997, does not show any C IV emission, which confirms that the fast
wind has stopped. (The outer shell is the result of the past, slow, red-giant
wind.) Because the appearance of multiple collimated outflows implies that
the stellar wind is episodic, it is possible that the stellar wind will appear
some time again. However, the fact that the UV Flux has also decreased
by a factor of 3 within the past eight years28, combined with the C IV line
decreasing to an undetectable point now, suggests that the central star has,
for now, become devoid of nearby circumstellar material. At the same time,
the ionization state of the nebula has increased considerably, which suggests
that the temperature of the central star is higher.
The simultaneous drop in the UV flux and the increase in temperature at this
stage imply a drop in the total luminosity of the central star. This places
the central star of the Stingray nebula at the “knee” of the Hertzsprung–
Russell diagram30, just before the star evolves towards lower temperatures
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and lower luminosities. However, these observations reveal some inadequacy
in the current theoretical understanding of how these stars evolve. For the
central star to evolve as rapidly as observed here, a stellar mass of 0.8M⊙ or
more is necessary. However, the luminosity of the central star indicates a core
mass of 0.6M⊙ or less, for which the evolution is expected to be much slower
than observed31. The mass loss in the post-AGB (asymptotic giant branch)
may be the cause of the unexpectedly rapid evolution and may also cause
the differences between observations and theory. The observations clearly
show that the central star has become a planetary nebula only within the
past few decades5, and is rapidly evolving to become a DA white dwarf 29.
Although much work on protoplanetary nebulae and other bipolar objects has
been done in an attempt to understand the origin of the axial symmetry and
collimated outflows, the Stingray Nebula shows how far the nebular structure
can develop by the time the nebula becomes ionized. We believe that no other
planetary nebula in this phase of its evolution has been previously identified.
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Fig. 1. A Hubble Space Telescope composite image of the Stingray Nebula
reveals complicated streams of outflowing gas, and a companion star visible
within the nebula. Red, green, and blue indicate light emitted at wavelengths
of 6583 A˚, 5007 A˚, and 4861 A˚, from nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen, re-
spectively.
Fig. 2. Hubble Space Telescope narrow-band images of He3-1357, the Stingray
nebula. The images were obtained in four emission lines (Hα, He I 5876 A˚,
[O I] 6300 A˚, and [O III] 5007 A˚), a continuum region of the spectrum centred
at 6193 A˚, and the ratio of [OIII]5007A˚ to Hβ. Observations were made in
March 1996 with the WFPC2 using the narrow-band filters F487N, F502N,
F588N, F630N, and F656N. The continuum exposure was made using fil-
ter FQCH4N15 which has a passband of ∼44A˚ centred at 6193A˚. Although
not shown in this figure, images were also acquired with filters F658N ([NII]
6583 A˚) and F673N ([SII] 6731 A˚) which show the nebula with an appear-
ance almost identical to the [O I] image shown here. The routine scientific
data processing included bias, preflash, dark, and flat-field corrections. Af-
ter removing bad pixels resulting from cosmic rays, both images from the
same filter were aligned and averaged. The ratio of the [OIII] 5007A˚ to Hβ
emission (bottom right panel) varies across the nebula. Relative to Hβ, the
[OIII] emission is lowest ([OIII]/Hβ ∼ 2) near the central star, and is also
low ([OIII]/Hβ ∼ 4) in the denser regions of the bubbles where the gas has
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been most compressed. The low [OIII]/Hβ ratio in these areas is presum-
ably due to collisional de-excitation occurring where the density is higher.
The [OIII]/Hβ ratio is highest (up to 20) in regions of intermediate density,
mostly towards the outer parts of the nebula.
Fig. 3. An [O III]5007A˚ image with various morphological features indi-
cated. See text for details.
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